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Needlefelt Animals!These adorable creations are simpler to create than you can imagine! Bring to

life 24 adorable creatures--wild and tame--with wood roving, a felting needle, and your own

imagination!Inside you'll find: 24 animals, from emperor penguins to sheep, and pandas to

rabbits.Complete, photographed technique section that gives you the skills to create 3-dimensional

sculptures from wool roving.Clear diagrams and step-by-step instructions for each animal sculpture.

From the sweetest kitten to clever chimpanzees, you can create your own menagerie of delightful,

needlefelted creatures.
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I'm fairly new to felting (used this book to make my 2nd & 3rd projects ever) and I found the

instructions and pictures in this book extremely helpful. I tried my hand first at the sleeping cat and

then worked on the owl. Both came together well! Definitely recommend this book to a beginner

felter who is looking for some guidance.

Although I haven't worked an animal yet from this book, I've been collecting reference materials and

ingredients before starting my first project. So, obviously, I'm new to this whole craft. To date, a

number of the references I've gotten have been less helpful than this book. The photos are quite

useful, the projects realistic enough to appeal to me (LOVE the red panda!!!!), and I'm happy with

my purchase. I wish the directions on how to insert eye components (those bead-like thingies with



wierd backs) was clearer and that the author had included recommended sources, but all in all, this

is on the keeper pile!

Anyone who is serious about learning how to make needlefelt animals would benefit from this book.

It is filled with the basics for needlefelting and it's very easy to follow. The animals described in the

book are "adorable" as stated on the cover. I highly recommend this book.

My wife loves this book and has done the panda bear, and is working on the duck....She loves the

detailed instructions which makes things so much easier for her....She's an animal nut and this is

the reason she wanted this book and it turned out to be better than she thought it would be......

Very good and helpful book written in a positive manner. I love it! The projects are delightful. Just

choose the one you love. That's important because you'll be happy when you see it begin to form as

you work along. When it is completed you'll hardly believe you made it. Then you'll be willing to try

more. You'll be on your way to being an expert in no time.

Easy to follow instructions and adorable animals. I made the Red Panda and donkey, am very

pleased with them. I find the 'tip' box really helpful like when suggesting to make the legs thicker,

shorter, etc in specific parts of the animal.

This book has a lot of projects & their all very adorable. I would recommend this book highly. I'm

glad I bought it.

This is a GREAT Needle Felting Book. Looking forward to making all these Wild n Tame Animals:):)
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